TO: PRESIDENT SAM MAY AND MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

FROM: CHAS JORDAN, IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT

DATE: October 21, 2017

RE: PAST PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Not much has occurred since August and completion of PWX.

2017 PWX:

The Chapter Treasurer and myself are currently working on closing the books on PWX 2017. It appears at this time that there will be funding available to help support PWX 2018 in Kansas City, as well as the ability for the Chapter to release the Branch rebate funds that it has been holding since agreeing to host the event.

APWA Florida Chapter Webinar Series:

I am still looking for potential topics and speakers for future webinars. Please reach out and let me know! A Irma after action presentation would be great for everyone if someone is interested in leading it.

The THICK ORANGE LINE

Since PWX 2017 there has been a huge increase in the amount of folks that would like to use our Thick Orange Line graphic around the world. I would like to get the image digitized by our Online Store company so that t-shirts, polo shirts, etc. can all be purchased directly through them.

POTENTIAL MOTIONS:

I move to approve the digitizing of the Thick Orange Line logo with Lands End Business Outfitters for a price not to exceed $150.

Respectfully Submitted,

Chas Jordan, Immediate Past President & Alternate Delegate